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Procedural Manual

First Module
BCleanologist 

lA Remove floor items
1. remove rugs and shake or vacuum 

• remember where rugs are placed so they are replaced in same places 
(suggestion:  take picture, especially if lots of rugs)

• shake gently, fold, and place outside bathroom entrance
• if dirty, vacuum or take outside to shake vigorously and fold
• put rugs to be vacuummed on carpet
• folded rug means rug is clean and ready to replace after floor is mopped

First   Things FirstStep

Set bath bag just outside the bathroom; do not take into bathroom.

lB Squeeze Works under rim of toilet bowl
1. get up and under around entire bowl
2. put lid down.

1 3
Do these 3 things FIRST...

Bathrooms
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1. ceiling & corners (even walls) can hide cobwebs, dust, etc.
2. vents, light fixtures and recessed lights
3. use extendable duster if necessary, but you generally will need only your feather duster.

Do high-up dusting...lA

Vanity Lights

Vanity lights should always be sparkling clean. duster.

1. Feather or wipe dust lights over mirror and sinks.
2. If lights are bare bulbs, feather dust if no dust

         is visible. If dusty, take each bulb out and wipe
         clean with moist m/f or spray with “G,” and dry 
         before replacing.

lC Dust or wipe clean vanity light bulbs

lB Dust & clean blinds and windows

lC Dust & spot check molding, walls, pictures, and 
switch plates

lD Dust & spot check baseboards

Initial Dust & CleanStep2

lE Dust tops of shower walls 
that do not reach the ceiling
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Shower & TubStep3
1. Note their location so you can replace them in their right places.
2. Set items outside the shower and away from the tub so they won’t get in the way of cleaning.  

Remove all items in shower and on top and around tublA

lB Clean shower wall & floor tiles; clean tub interior plus top, side and 
wall tiles around tub.

lC Scrub grout where you see mold...

1. Use Scrub Free and scrub brush on wall and floor tiles.

2. Dry with cotton cloth.

+ =

1. if you do not see mold, scrub tiles where you have seen mold in the past.  
2. Use Scrub Free and grout brush on grout
3. Rinse with cup in bathroom bag

Carefully watch for mold, and not let it get 
embedded in any grout!

+ =or
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A

B

C

lD Polish shower glass and metal fixtures
1. Use G and glass microfibe cloth 
2. If glass has soap scum or mineral buildup, use Works or 

         other strong cleaning agent. Use razor scraper to remove
         small amounts on glass. DO NOT ALLOW WORKS OR
       OTHER STRONG CLEANING AGENT GET ON METAL

Cleaning Sliding Glass 
Shower Doors 

with aluminum frames

Wipe entire aluminum 
frame (A)--both sides--hor-

izontal and vertically. 
Check especially where 

the glass meets the frame, 
along the rubber (B). Also 

check the threshold (C) 
where standing water may 

have generated black or 
orange mold. 

lE Replace shower and tub items to original places
1. line up neatly with lables facing outward 

lF Double check for hairs and mold.
1. No hairs or any mold should be seen.

Look for Mold: Orange, Green, Black, etc.
Mold is colonies of living organisms in 
moist places, and it comes in several 
colors. This is the #1 thing we look for in 
bathrooms. WHERE TO LOOK FOR MOLD:

Grout between tiles in the lower part of 
showers (A)

Corners both vertical (B) and horizontal (C).

After the first few services, once mold is 
removed it should never come back with 
good repeated cleaning. 

A
B

C
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3 

3 Different Small Brushes

Bath bags have 3 kinds of small brushes:
Nylon is soft and won’t scratch. Use around toilet seat 
hinges and faucets, if not much grunge buildup.

Brass is abrasive and can scratch, but stronger than ny-
lon. Use on mold, rust and grunge buildup in corners.

Stainless Steel is most abrasive. Use on non-scratch-
able surfaces when strength is needed.

How to Clean Bathroom Fixtures 
Cleaning Polishing

Depending on need, clean shiny surfaces 
with C or G and cotton cloth for best possi-
ble shine. Use blue (non-scratch) scouring 
pad and small nylon brush if necessary.

Use brass or stainless steel small brushes 
and Scrub Free for mineral buildup on tile 
around base of fixture. Be careful not to 
scratch chrome and other fixture metal.

Spray with G and dry completely 
with dry m/f cloth for a brilliant, 
sparkling shine.
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Mirrors & CountersStep4
1. Place items out of the way on the floor.
2. Having a clear counter helps to make sure you will clean throroughly and get all corners.
3. Arrange them in a way so that you can replace them exactly in place.

Remove all items on the counterlA

lB Polish mirrors using glass m/f cloth and G.

lC

1. Start on one side and move in one direction to the other side, and clean from top to bottom.
2. Constanty angle view to ensure against leaving streaks, spots, and missed places.
3. Don’t forget medicine cabinet mirror and the top, sides, and metal frame.

1. Use blue and water for stone counters and edges. Use Ajax in basins. 
2. Hairspray is sometimes a problem. Check carefully for hairspray buildup.
3. Wipe top of backsplash to eliminate dust buildup.
4. Look for grunge and fingerprints on cabinets.

Wipe counters and basins, polish faucets, and spot check cabinets.

lD Replace counter items with labels facing front and 
check your work!

lE
1. Run fintertips over counters. 
2. Look carefully for hairs! 

Double check for hairs.
1. No hairs should be seen.

Use a dry 
m/f cloth 
to give 
chrome and 
other shiny 
surfaces a 
sparkling 
shine..
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ToiletsStep5
1. Use C and cotton cloths to clean entire ceramic parts of the toilet except inside bowl. 
2. Also clean and polish handle.
3. Since you are reaching behind, wipe floor and baseboards, and check wall behind the toilet.
4. Use small brushes to get around where toilet meets the floor.

Wipe tank, lid, and outside of bowl.lA

l

lC

Tank

Tank Lid

Seat Lid

Bowl

Handle

No rust 
or grime 
buildup 
along 
floor

All recesses should 
be cleaned and 
shiny; front and 
back, even hard-to-
reach places.

Hinges should 
be shiny with 
no buildup 
around edges

B Wipe seat and seat lid, tops and bottoms.
1. Use small brush to clean around hinges

SeatFlush away disinfectant (Works), then scrub 
bowl interior.

1. By hand (do not use toilet brush) use green and 
Ajax. Scrub well under rim where fresh water 
comes out (mold can collect there). Check to make 
sure you see no mold.

2. Flush and watch to make sure bowl and water are 
clean with no hairs.

3. Put lid down.

Left Clean the 
floor, base-

boards, and wall 
when cleaning 

Right Use  
small brush-
es to clean 

around hinges.
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lE

lD

Double check toilet and sinks for hairs and mold.

Floors: Hand Wipe or Steam Mop Step6

Fold toilet paper and polish/clean other fixtures.
1. Fold toilet paper twice to make pointed fold.
2. Polish/clean: (give sparkling shine with dry m/f coloth)

• toilet paper holder
• towel holders
• trash can, etc.

The B cleanologist either hand wipe or steam mop bathroom floors.
• Clean floor before moving to next bathroom.
• Use wet and dry cotton cloths to hand wipe. (Use C and/or scrub brush

       if needed.) Hand wiping bathroom floors saves lots of time.
• If steam mopping, get steam mop immediately and mop floor before

       going to next bathroom. Do not leave the floors to another cleanologist.
• If you choose to steam mop, pre-vacuum floor if lots of debris and

       hairs. If post-vacuuming is needed, you may ask the A cleanologist to
       vacuum when doing pre-vacuuming or post-vacuuming.
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1. For time efficiency, if the B cleanologist steam mops a bathroom floor, it is a good idea to 
tell the A cleanologist where the steam mop is located when it will be needed.

Hand-wipe or steam mop floors.lA

1. As reminders for the cleanologist carpet vacuuming (possibly the B cleanologist) leave the 
closet light on, and the door open. 

Open walk-in closet door and turn on light.lB

The “B” cleanologist gathers trash from the whole 
house. Here is the procedure:

Gathering Trash

Use grocery bags that are carried 
in the bath bag. 

As each bathroom is finished, put 
the trash in a grocery bag and 
take it to the next bathroom. 

After finishing the last bath-
room, all trash collected from 
bathrooms are put in the kitchen 
trash bag. This is the master bag.

The “B” cleanologist takes the 
master bag around the house 
collecting trash. The bag is then 
left in the house until departure 
when it is put in the home’s gar-
bage can or dumpster.

2. If closets are tiled or wood/laminate, make sure the 
cleanologist doing the steam mopping and spray 
mopping don’t forget the closets.

Trash Step7
• Plastic grocery bags are carried in the bath bag for 

the B cleanologist to collect trash from each bath-
room. 

• The grocery bag is taken from the first bath-
room to the next bathrooms. 

• After finishing the last bathroom, the “B” clean-
ologist takes the grocery bag(s) to collect other 
trash from cans/shredders in the house.
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1. A list of rooms with trash cans/shredders can be found in the customer record.

2. Leave the master trash bag (kitchen bag) in the kitchen until the very end so there will al-
ways be a place to toss trash.

3. Replace kitchen trash bag when emptying house trash into the kitchen bag. (The location 
where extra trash bags can be found is in the customer record.) Replace trash bags in 
other rooms if required.

Take grocery bags of bathroom trash cans to other trash cans/shredders in the 
home, and put all trash in the kitchen trash bag (the master trash bag).

lA

• All trash is then put in the kitchen trash bag (called the “master trash bag”). 
• The master trash bag is tossed in the home’s trash can (outside or in garage) 

during the departure module. The master trash bag must not be taken out until 
the very end as the team leaves.

Cleaning Gloves
Cleanologists wanting to protect their hands, you are welcome to wear rubber 
cleaning gloves. Gloves may be requested through your team leader. You may 

You may also consider 
disposable latex gloves, 
which are more expen-
sive but they give your 
fingers greater dexterity.

latex
gloveskeep them in your team’s kitchen cart or bath bag (please put your name on them.)
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